ROUGH COLLIE
MR B HAWKINS & MS FOY – CH BELDONES FIT FOR FUN
MRS HUMPHREY - CH BRILYN KISS AT MIDNIGHT TO JAMESFAIR
MRS HARRISON – CH CARIADHAF CANDY KISSES
MR & MRS COULSON – CH COARHABEG RIDER IN THE SKY OVER BLUCHIP
MRS WHITE - CH MEJOLA I AM PERSUASIVE
MR & MRS J CONGDON – CH MONSOLANA VELVET BLUE FOR AARONWELL
MISS S GLADWELL – CH MONSOLANA LOVE N KISSES JOTARS
MRS P CORNEY – CH YENROC FLEUR DI ECOSSE
MRS V TAME - CH RAHLISSA LOVE SONG
MISS P SIBBALD – CH TELFORTH TONY
REVD: V BURROWS - CH TIGANLEA TINKERBELLE AT REVDVICKI
MISS L HALVORSEN - CH CORYDON LA CAPRITA OF PHREELANCER
MRS K MCDEVITT – IRCh/Ch CARONLEA LUKIN BLACK

SMOOTH COLLIE
MS V HILLS - CH DEVERN DENMAN
MRS D COLE - CH STURTMOOR DREAM OF KASVELYN
MRS A FRENCH - CH RECKAMORE BY DESIGN
MRS A FRENCH – CH BRECKAMORE BLUSHING GROOM
MR & MRS GAY - CH YAGANE BLUE MIST
MRS J HARTLEY - CH FOXEARTH FINNISH SPIRIT AT JIMJACK
GEOFFDON AWARD - BEST SMOOTH/ROUGH COLLIE
MR & MRS HAYWARD - CH CLINGSTONES HOT SHOT AT FOXEARTH

MARGARET FRANKLIN (PATTINGHAM) - TOP TRICOLOUR
MR & MRS HAYWARD - CH CLINGSTONES HOT SHOT AT FOXEARTH

INT CH LOCHIVER OF LADYPARK – TOP STUD DOG
MRS V CRONK – CH CHELBORN KISS N TELL

SHIEL BROOK BITCH
HAZELNUT DES VERGES DE LACCHOS

TOP BREEDER - MR & MRS J TIPPER (Tiganlea)